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Excel’s “what-if” data analysis tools let you experiment with your data to project future results. In turn, these predictions will lead to better decision making and unlock the mystery of many business analysis scenarios. For example, what-if data analysis tools will enable you to forecast how lowering the price per unit—while increasing projected unit sales—might affect your profit margins.
Beginning Excel What-If Data Analysis Tools explores the use of Goal Seek, Data Tables, Scenarios, and Solver to help you get insight on your data. This book is focused and to the point, and it provides tutorial treatment of what-if tools in a practical, hands-on manner.
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PostgreSQL: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2012

	PostgreSQL is an open source relational database management system that began as a

	University of California, Berkeley project. It was originally under the BSD license, but

	is now called the PostgreSQL License (TPL). For all intents and purposes, it’s BSD

	licensed. It has a long history, almost dating back to the beginning of...
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Alternative Antriebe für Automobile: Hybridsysteme, Brennstoffzellen, alternative Energieträger (German Edition)Springer, 2012

	Ausgehend von neuesten internationalen Forschungs- und Entwicklungsarbeiten wird in dem Band eine Übersicht über die Realisierungsmöglichkeiten zukünftiger Antriebskonzepte präsentiert: von batteriebetriebenen Elektromotoren und Hybridsystemen über Brennstoffzellen bis hin zu alternativen Energieträgern wie...
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Code Craft: The Practice of Writing Excellent CodeNo Starch Press, 2006
Many programmers know how to write correct code - code that works. But not all know how to craft great code - code that is well written and easy to understand. Code Craft teaches programmers how to move beyond writing correct code to writing great code. The book covers code writing concerns, including code presentation style, variable...
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Sensors in Biomedical Applications: Fundamentals, Technology and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2000
For scientists, engineers, and manufacturers involved in developing, designing, and applying biomedical sensors… surveys sensors that have existing and potential applications in biomedicine.
 -Sci Tech Book News, Vol. 25, No. 3, September 2001

   While most books contain some information on related sensors topics, they are...
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Leadership and Motivation: The Fifty-Fifty Rule and the Eight Key Principles of Motivating OthersKogan Page, 2007

	What motivates people – what makes them tick – is a subject of

	perennial fascination. It is especially important for practical

	leaders in industry, commerce and the public services – and

	indeed to anyone who works with other people – to think

	about this question in some depth.
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Workflow Handbook 2003Future Strategies, 2002
Published in association with the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC), the Workflow Handbook 2002 comprises four sections in over 400 information-packed pages:
SECTION 1: The World of Workflow covers a wide spectrum of viewpoints and discussions by experts in their respective fields. Papers range from an Introduction to Workflow through to a...
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